
 

A Windows 7 driver updater for the NVIDIA GTX video card. The NVIDIA GTX video card is one of the best graphics cards
on the market. It's compact, powerful, and can handle any game with ease. However, like any high-end product, there are often
problems with drivers that need updating to ensure optimal performance. This updater will deliver updated drivers for you
directly to your computer without having to download them from the internet or create an unattended file. If you're looking for
a solution to update your NVIDIA GTX video card drivers, this is the solution you've been looking for. The NVIDIA GTX
general purpose graphics card is optimized for Windows 10 64-bit. NVIDIA's new GeForce® GTX 1080 Ti is the world's most
advanced gaming GPU, based on the next generation Pascal architecture. The new GPU delivers center-career breakthrough
gaming performance with virtual reality, high-resolution 4K displays, and immersive VR experiences.

  Modified / updated version of NVIDIA GeForce Experience by NVIDIA for SteamOS. Some features are missing especially
regarding game optimization and audio enhancements (i.e., fix crash/sound issues). 

Launched by NVIDIA on October 20, 2015. Available on SteamOS. The new Pascal architecture delivers the performance and
efficiency of two next-generation GPUs in one remarkable card. The GeForce GTX 1080 Ti is built with ultra-fast FinFET, the
latest high-bandwidth memory technologies, and support for DirectX 12 features to deliver revolutionary performance and
power efficiency. This is the ultimate gaming platform, designed for 4K, VR, and unlimited gaming later. 

 

Note: Chronos is an "experimental" Chronos 3D game that can't be activated by Steam or run like any normal game, it only runs
through the Chronos engine (through Wine). 

GeForce Experience is an optional download that provides an interface to optimize and set graphics options for supported
games. It also serves as a storefront and community for gamers to discover and download new games, add-ons and other digital
content. GeForce Experience gives you the option to optimize your experience by applying optimal settings in single click,
capture and share videos, screenshots, livestream your gameplay with HD streaming quality, manage game settings from
different devices or platforms, add addons to your games such as skins or MODs from the community, keep your drivers up to
date with one click etc. On December 23, 2011 there was a vulnerability found in the installation logic of GeForce Experience
1.
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